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Abstract. We prove that if a connected Lie group acts on a connected complete Riemanman
surface of nonconstant curvature by diffeomorphisms that take (unparameterised) geodesies to
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1. Introduction

1.1. History. Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2.

Definition 1. A Riemannian metric g on Mn is called projectively equivalent to g,
if every geodesic of g (considered as unparameterised curve) is a geodesic of g.
A diffeomorphism F : Mn —>¦ Mn is called a projective transformation, if the pull-
back F*g of g is projectively equivalent to g.

The study of projective transformations of Riemannian manifolds is a very classical

subject. The first examples are due to Beltrami [2] ; the first big and very important
paper is Lie [16]. In this paper, Lie formulated the problem of finding the largest
continuous group of projective transformations for Riemannian surfaces, and found
all metrics admitting sufficiently large groups of projective transformations.

For complete manifolds, the problem of finding the largest continuous group of
projective transformations was formulated by Schouten in [32].

Since the time of Beltrami, it is known that the connected component of the group
of projective transformations of the standard sphere (Sn, groUnd) is SL(n + 1, R): the
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element A eSL(n + l,I) acts by the diffeomorphism

A(v)
a:v

\\A{v)\\

Clearly, a is a diffeomorphism taking geodesies to geodesies. Indeed, the
geodesies of g are great circles (the intersections of planes that go through the origin
with the sphere). The mapping A is linear and, hence, takes planes to planes. Since
the normalisation w i-> j^r, takes planes to their intersections with the sphere, the

mapping a takes great circles to great circles.
The following conjecture is classical:

Conjecture 1. Let a connected Lie group G act on a complete connected Rieman-
nian manifold (Mn, g) of dimension n > 2 by projective transformations. Then it
acts by affine transformations (i.e. the action of the group preserves the Levi-Civita
connection), or g has constant nonnegative curvature.

In Europe and America, this statement is known as Lichnerowicz conjecture; in
Japan, it is known as Obata conjecture. Unfortunately, we did not manage to find a

paper in which either Lichnerowicz or Obata formulated this conjecture explicitly;
actually in their time it was not usual to publish conjectures. As a well-known classical

conjecture it was formulated later, in [31], [41], [42], [8].
Most results on the Lichnerowicz-Obata conjecture require additional geometric

assumptions (mostly written as a tensor equation). For example, for dimensions

greater than two, if the metrics are Einstein, Kahler or Ricci-flat, the conjecture was

proved by Couty [5] and Akbar-Zadeh [1], scholars of Lichnerowicz's school. If the

metric has constant scalar curvature, the conjecture was proved by Yamauchi [41];
later this result was generalised in [8], [43].

Probably the only important result that does not require additional geometric
assumptions is due to Solodovnikov. He proved the conjecture under the following
assumptions:

• The dimension of the manifold is greater than two.

• All objects (the metric, the manifold, the projective transformations) are real-

analytic.

The statement itself is in [35], but the technique was mostly developed in [33], and

certain statements of [33] were only proved in [34].
Both assumptions are very important for the methods of Solodovnikov, especially

the first, since Solodovnikov's methods are based on a very accurate analysis of the

behaviour of the curvature tensor under projective transformation and fail completely
in dimension two.
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1.2. Main result

Theorem 1 (Announced in [27], [28]). Let a connected Lie group G act on a complete
connected Riemannian surface {M2, g) by projective transformations. Then it acts

by isometries, or g has constant nonnegative curvature.

Recall that the groups of projective transformations of surfaces of constant curvature

are known (essentially since Beltrami, [2].) As we already explained, the group
of projective transformations of the standard 2-sphere is SL(3, R) U (- Sl(3, R)). The

group of projective transformations of the Euclidean plane coincides with the group
of affine transformation and is GL(2, R) X M2. The group of oriented projective
transformations of hyperbolic plane coincides with the group of oriented isometries
and is SL(2, R). Thus, Theorem 1 closes the theory of Lie groups of projective
transformations of complete Riemannian surfaces.

I would like to thank Prof. Alekseevskii for the formulation of the problem,
Prof. Bangert, Prof. Bolsinov, Prof. Hasegawa, Prof. Igarashi, Prof. Kiyohara, Prof.

Kowalsky and Prof. Voss for useful discussions and DFG-Programm 1154 (Global
Differential Geometry) and Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst
Baden-Württemberg (Eliteförderprogramm Postdocs 2003) for financial support.

2. New and classical instruments of the proof

2.1. Projective transformations and quadratic in velocities integrals. The main

new instrument of the proof is the following result.

Theorem 2 ([17] ,[18], [19], [21], [20], [36], [37]). Let g, g be Riemannian metrics

on M2. Then they are projectively equivalent ifand only if the function

(1)

is an integral of the geodesic flow of g.

A vector field v on M2 is called aprojective vectorfield if its flow acts by projective
transformations.

An infinitesimal version of Theorem 2 is

Corollary 1 ([27], [38]). Let g be a Riemannian metric on M2. If v is a projective
vector field, then the function I : TM -> R,

l1 £vg)
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where Xvg is the Lie-derivative of g with respect to v, is an integral for the geodesic

flow of g.

Proof. Consider the flow Ft of v. Let gt be the pull-back F*g of g. By Theorem 2,

foreveryf g [—s, s], the function It(Ç) gt{%,%) detfe is an integral. Then

the function (^^(§))|(=0 is also an integral. We have:

d /det(g)

"2/3 (det(g)

2
- (Ag) (Ç, £) + -

Thus, / (§) is an integral of the geodesic flow of g. Corollary 1 is proved.

The integral / is quadratic in velocities. The integrals quadratic in velocities
form a linear space: If two integrals are quadratic in velocities, then every linear
combination of them is an integral quadratic in velocities. We denote this linear

space by 1{M2, g). Its dimension is at least one, since the energy-function g(§, §)
is an integral. If g has a projectively equivalent metric g which is non-proportional
to g, then the dimension of I(M2, g) is at least two.

The following lemma shows that the linear spaces 1(M2, g) and 1(M2, g) are

canonically isomorph, if the metrics are projectively equivalent.

Lemma 1. Suppose I : TM2 -> R, /(§) := /(§, §), where f is a bilinear form,
is an integral of the geodesic flow of g. If g is projectively equivalent to g, then the

2

function /(§) := /(§) ^f-l \ is an integral of the geodesic flow of g.

2Corollary 2. Letthe space I(M2, g)betwo-dimensionalwiththebasis{I\, h).
Consider the set {P g M2 \ I\\tpm2 const h\TPM2) of the points, where the functions
I\, h are proportional. Then this set is invariant under protective transformations.

Proof. Suppose the integrals I\, h are proportional at P. Let F be a projective
transformation. Then, by Lemma 1, the functions

/det(|)\h := h I I h := hOdette)/
I I

Vdet(g)7
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are quadratic in velocities integrals for the geodesic flow of g := F*g. We see that

they are proportional at P. Since the functions I\, h are linearly independent, the

functions ï\, h are linearly independent as well, so they form a basis of the space
(M2, g). Then every two quadratic in velocities integrals for g are proportional at P.

Finally, every two quadratic in velocities integrals for g are proportional at F(P).
Corollary 2 is proven.

Proof ofLemma 1. Since the metrics g and g are projectively equivalent, the re-
parameterisation

takes the orbits of the geodesic flow of g to the orbits of the geodesic flow of g.
Hence, the function

' S /

is an integral for the geodesic flow of g. Since the energy-function g(§,§) and
2/3

(by Theorem 2) the function g(§, §) ^3g-} J are integrals, the function /(§) :=^3-} J

2

g^yg^y is also an integral for the geodesic flow of g. Lemma 1 is proved.

For future use we need the following result of Dini: Consider the (1, 1)-tensor
G'. := giagaj and the functions A, B : M2 -> R,

A(P) := The largest eigenvalue of G at P,

B(P) := The smallest eigenvalue of G at P.

We define X ^1/3, Y ^1/3. We see that the functions X and Y are well
defined, positive and at least continuous on the whole manifold; at the points, where
the metrics are non-proportional, they are smooth. By construction, X Y at the

points where the metrics are proportional.

Theorem 3 (Reformulation of Dini 1869 [6]). Suppose g and g are projectively
equivalent on M2 and non-proportional in P e M2. Then there exists a coordinate

system (x, y) in a neighbourhood of P, such that the functions X and Y are
independent of the y- and x-coordinate, respectively and such that the metrics have the

following form:

ds2g (X(x) - Y(y))(dx2 + dy2), (2)

1 1 \(dx2 dy2
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Corollary 3 ([23], [24], [25], [26], [29]). Let (M2, g) be a complete connected
2-dimensional Riemannian manifold. If the metric g is projectively equivalent to g,

then, for every P, Q g M2, the following inequality holds:

X(P)>Y(Q).

Corollary 4 (Eisenhart [7], Weyl [39], [40]). Let M2 be complete and connected. If
g, g are projectively and conformally equivalent on M2, then they are proportional:
g const g.

Proof. If the metrics are conformally equivalent, then X(P) Y(P) in every
P g M2. If they are also projectively equivalent, then, by Corollary 3, the functions

X, Y are constant. Thus, the metrics are proportional: g const g. Corollary 4
is proved.

Proof of Corollary 3. Consider TM2 \ (TM2)o, where (TM2)o is the zero-section
of the tangent space TM2, and the function /(§)/£(§), where /(§) is the integral
from Theorem 2 and E{%) is the energy-integral g(§, §). The function /(§)/£(§) is

well defined on TM2 \ (TM2)0. Note, that for every P e M2 and § e TPM2, §^ 0,

the following inequality holds:

(4)

Indeed, take coordinates on TpM2 such that the metrics g, g have matrices

1 M xm ° \
o l )' o '•

In this coordinates, the function /(§)/£(§) is given by

_ _

(X(P) -f(p) +
v

;,

Using that x(^l l^ is nonnegative, we obtain the inequality (4).

Since (M2, g) is complete, for every two points P, Q G M2, there exists a

connecting geodesic: y(0) P, y(l) ß. Since the functions /(§) and £(§) are

integrals, the function I(^)/E(^) is also an integral, so that I(y (0))/E(y (0))

/(y(l))/£(y(l)). Combining with (4), we obtain:

< X(Q).

Corollary 3 is proved.
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The integral /(§) from Theorem 2 for the metrics from Theorem 3 has the form
/(£) (X(x) -Y{y)){Y{y)^l + X{x)^l). Then linear combinations of the integral
and the energy function have the form

(X(x) - Y(y))((-aY(y) + ß)£ + (-aX(x) + ß)g). (5)

2.2. Birkhoff-Kolokoltsov meromorphic form. Let g be a Riemannian metrics

on M2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M2 is orientable. It is known
that there exists a complex structure on M2 such that locally the metric has the form
f(z)dzdz (in every complex coordinate chart of this structure; of cause the function

/ depends on the choice of the chart). Here and up to the next section z, p, a etc.

will denote the complex conjugation in a complex chart.
Consider the cotangent bundle T*M2. The tangent and the cotangent bundles will

always be identified by g. We denote by p the corresponding (complex) coordinate

on the fibres of T*M2. Consider the real-valued quadratic in the velocities function

F(z, £) a(z)p2 + b(z)pp + ä(z)p2.

(a and b are not assumed to be holomorphic; moreover, since F is real-valued, b

must be real-valued as well.) If we make a coordinate change z z(znew), the

coefficients a and b will be changed as well; the next lemma controls how they do

change. Consider

A := —dz®dz.
a(z)

For the energy integral

A is not defined.

Lemma 2 ([13]). If F is an integral of the geodesic flow of g, and if it is not the

energy integral (6) multiplied by a constant, then A is a meromorphic (2, 0)-form
without zeros.

Explanation. After the holomorphic change z z(Znew) of the coordinate, the

momentum p changes as follows: pnew pz', where z' denotes the derivative
dz(zaev/) Then me integral F in the new coordinates is

F a{z)p2 + b{z)pp + ~a{z)p2

-2

'' (Z)P P û(Z)P— anew(Znew)Pnew ' bnew (Znew) Pnew Pnew ~T~ &new\Znew)P
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where anew(znew) a ,T ¦ We see that — ^y changes as a coefficient of a (2, 0)-
form. Thus A is a (2, 0)-form.

The fact that a{z) is holomorphic (in every coordinate chart) has been known at

least to Birkhoff [3]; one obtains it immediately by considering the Poisson bracket

of the energy integral (6) and F, see, for example, [13].
Since locally a is a holomorphic function, ^ is a meromorphic function; in

particular, if the integral is not proportional to the energy integral, the form A is a

meromorphic form. By construction, the form A has no zeros.

Locally, in a neighbourhood of every point P e D2 which is not a pole of A, by
local holomorphic change of the variable w w{z) we can always make the form A
to look like dw ® dw. Indeed, under this assumption a(P) ^ 0, so the equation

dz® dz dw ® dw (7)
a{z)

has a solution w(z) f ,dz,

In this new coordinate w, the metric and the integral have the following very nice
form (this is a folklore known at least to Birkhoff; a proof can be found in [13]):

Lemma 3. Let I be a quadratic in velocities integral for the geodesic flow of the

metric g on M2. Suppose its form A from Lemma 2 is equal to dz ® dz. Then, in the

coordinates x := Ot(z), y := S(z), the metric and the integral I have the following
"Liouville" form:

ds2g (X(x) - Y(y))(dx2 + dy2), (8)

X{x) - Y{y)
'

where X and Y are functions of one variable.

If the integral / in Lemma 3 is constructed from a projectively equivalent metric

g\ by formula (1), the metric g\ is precisely

dx2 dy2

Thus, the notation in Lemma 3 is consistent with the notation in Theorem 3.

Remark 1. The form from Lemma 2 constructed for the linear combination aI + ßE
of / and the energy integral E given by (6) is equal to ^A, where A is the form
constructed for /. In particular, it has the same structure of poles.
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2.3. Igarashi-Kiyohara-Sugahara 's description of quadratically integrable
geodesic flows on the 2-disk. A complete description of complete Riemannian metrics
on the two-dimensional disk such that

• the geodesic flow admits an integral quadratic in velocities,

• this integral is not a linear combination of the square of an integral linear in
velocities and the energy integral

was obtained in [9]. We reformulate the results we need as Theorem 4.

Consider the triple (D2, g, A), where D2 is a 2-disk, g is a Riemannian metric on
it, and A is a meromorphic (with respect to the complex structure constructed by the

metric) (2, 0)-form. Two such triples (D2, g\, A\) and (D\, gi, A2) are said to be

isomorphic, if there exists a diffeomorphism H : D2 --* D\ that takes g\ to g2 and

A\ to A2.

Theorem 4 ([9]). Let g be a complete Riemannian metric on D2. Suppose F is a

quadratic in velocities integral of the geodesic flow of g. Assume in addition that it is

not a linear combination ofthe square ofan integral linear in velocities and the energy
integral. Then the triple (D2, g, A), where A is the meromorphic (2, 0)-form from
Lemma 2, is isomorphic to one of the following model triples (for the appropriate
parameters n, R\,n, R2 and f).
Model la. Parameters: r\ < Ri, ri < R2 G MU— ooU+oo; / is a positive function

on the disk

D2 := {z G C I n < dt(z) < Rv, r2 < S(z) < R2}.

The metric g is given by f{z)dzdz; the form A is equal to dz ® dz.

Model 2. Parameters: fii.^eR+U +cxv / is a positive function on the disk

D2 := {z g C I Ri > dt(2y/z); R2 > \S(2y/z)\}.

(We assume that the domain where the function ^r is defined is symmetric with
respect to complex conjugation). The metric g is given by f{z)dzdz; the form
A is equal to \dz® dz.

Model 3. Parameters: Ri g R+ U +00/ / is a positive function on the disk

D2 := {z G C I Ri > |S(arcsin(z))|}.

(We assume that the domain where the function arcsin is defined is symmetric
with respect to complex conjugation). The metric g is given by f(z)dzdz; the

form A is equal to ~TZ\dz ® dz.
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The case when the integral is a linear combination of the square of an integral
linear in velocities and of the energy integral is much more easy than the previous
case, and, may be because of this, was not treated in [9]. We will need it, and therefore

we must consider it here:

Theorem 5. Let g be a complete metric on D2. Suppose the function F is a linear
combination of the square of a nonzero integral linear in velocities and the energy
integral. Then the triple {D2, g, A), where A is the meromorphic (2, 0)-form from
Lemma 2, is isomorphic to one of the following model triples {for the appropriate
parameters r, R and /).
Model Ib.: Parameters: r < R e IRU+ooU— oo; f is apositive function depending

only on the variable x := 8t(z) on the disk

D2 := {z g C | r < Cft(z) < R; }.

The metric g is given by f(z)dzdz; the form A is equal to dz ® dz.

Model 4. Parameters: Ä€lU +oo; / is a positive function depending only on the

absolute value of z on the disk

D2:={zeC| |log(z)| < R}.

(We assume that the domain where the function log is defined is symmetric with
respect to complex conjugation). The metric g is given by f{z)dzdz; the form
A is equal to \dz® dz.

Proof. Suppose the linear in momenta function / a{z)px + b{z)py is an integral
for the geodesic flow of g. Then v (a, b) is a Killing vector field for g, and its

flow preserves the metric. Suppose first that there exists no point where v vanishes.

Consider the vector field w such that

(1) g(v, v) g{w, w); g{v, w) 0.

(2) The pair of the vectors w, v is positively oriented.

These two conditions define the vector field w uniquely. Since w is defined using
g and v only, and since g is preserved by the flow of v, the vector fields w and v

commute. Then they define a coordinate system (x, y) on the disk. We treat w as the

first vector field, so that the metric is independent of the variable y. By condition 1,

the metric has the form f(z)(dx2 + dy2). Then / depends on x only. Since the

metric is complete, the lines {(x, y) g D2 \ x const} are infinite in both directions.

Indeed, the distance between two points of the line is less than the length of the line
between these two points.

Then there exist r < R £~RU +ocU — oo such that the disk is actually the band

{(x,y) gC I r <x < R}.
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2By construction, v (0, 1). Then the square of the integral / is equal to p and the

corresponding form A is dz ® dz. Theorem 5 is proved under the assumption that
there is no point where v is zero.

Now suppose there exist points where v vanishes. These points are stable points
of the flow of v; since the flow acts by isometries, they are isolated. Let us show

that actually there exists precisely one such point. Indeed, if v vanishes at the points
zo ^ z\, since our manifold is homeomorphic to the disk and is complete, there exist

two geodesies yo, y\ such that the following holds:

• The geodesic yo contains zo; the geodesic y\ contains z\.
• The geodesies intersect transversally at a point z where u/0. (Otherwise every

geodesic passing through zo should contain zi, which implies that the manifold
is compact.)

Since the geodesies contain the point where v vanishes, the integral / is equal to zero
on every velocity vector of the geodesies, and, therefore, the geodesies are orthogonal
to v at every point. This gives us a contradiction at the point z. Thus, v vanishes

precisely at one point. We will denote this point by zo-

Since the flow of the field v acts by isometries and preserves the point zo, it
commutes with the exponent mapping expzo : TZoD2 --* D2. Since v is a Jacobi

vector field for geodesies passing through zo, there is no point conjugate to zo and,

therefore, the exponential mapping is a bijection. The flow of v acts on Tzo D2 by
orthogonal linear transformations, i.e., by rotations. Thus, in the standard polar
coordinates (p, 4>) on Tzo D2, the (pull-back of the) metric is dp2 + h(p)d(p2, and the

vector field v is proportional to A. After the appropriate change of the variables, the

metric has the form f(\z\)dzdz as needed, and the vector field v (after the appropriate
scaling) is {-y,x). Then the square of the integral / is y2p2x — 2xypxpy + x2p2,

and the form A is \dz® dz. Theorem 5 is proved.

Remark 2. Clearly, not arbitrary parameters (R;, r;, f) can come from metrics with
quadratically integrable geodesic flows: for example, the metric g must have the form
(8) in the coordinates where A is dz ® dz. For all four models the equation (7) can
be solved explicitly: for model 2 the solution is w 2^/z, for model 3 the solution
is w arcsin(z), for model 4 the solution is w log(z). The coordinate nets of
this "Liouville" coordinate w are shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the values of the

parameters r\, r2, R\, R2, r, R are finite; if they are infinite, the disk D2 coincides
with the whole C, and the coordinate system extends on the whole C.

We will use and discuss this below; see [9], [4] for more information about it.

Corollary 5. Suppose that the complete Riemannian metrics g and g\ are projectively
equivalent on the disk D2. Let them be not proportional (i.e. let g 7^ const g\ for
every const g R). Then the disk D2 with the complex structure z such that the metric

g has the form f(z)dzdz is complex- diffeomorph to the whole C.
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Model 1 Model 2

Model 3 Model 4

Figure 1. Disks D and "Liouville" coordinates on them for models 1—4.

Proof. Let g, gi be complete projectively equivalent non-proportional Riemannian
metrics on D2. Consider the integral (1) for the geodesic flow of g. It is quadratic
in velocities and linear independent of the energy integral (6). Denote by A the form
from Lemma 2. The triple (D2, g, A) is isomorphic to one of the model triples from
Theorems 4, 5. We will consider all four cases. Suppose (D2, g, A) is as in model 1.

We need to prove that R\, R2 are +cx) and n, r2 are —00. We will prove that R\
is +00. By Lemma 3, in the coordinates (x := Ot(z), y := S(z)), the metrics g
and g\ have the form (8), (9), respectively. Take t\ e]n, R\[ and consider the line
{x + iy g D2 I y 0, x > fi}. The line must be infinite in both metrics. (Since the

metrics are complete, and since the distance between points zo, z\ of the line is not

greater than the length of the segment of the line with ends zo, zi •) Its length in g\ is

y/X(t) ~ 7(0) dt.

Since X(t) > 7(0) by Corollary 3, and since 7(0) > 0, we have

1y/X(t) - 7(0) 1

y/Y(0)X(t) 7(0)

Thus, if the integral is infinite, R\ is +cxd. Similarly, one can prove that r\, r
and R2 +cxd. Finally, D2 is the whole C.

¦9 —00
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Now suppose (D2, g, A) is as in model 2. We need to prove that R\ R2 +00.
Take 0 < t\ < Ri and a small positive e and consider the part of the disk

{z g D2 c C I 9i(2Vz) > h, |S(2Vz)l < £}•

Figure 2. The sets {z e D2 \ m(2jz) > th \%(2jz)\ < e}, {z e D2 | |8t(arcsin(z))| < e,
0 < 3(arcsin(z)) < Ri }, {z e D2 \ |S(log(z))| < e, 0 < Dt(log(z)) < R }.

In this part of the disk, the equation (7) can be explicitly solved; the solution is

w 2*/z. After the substitution z \, the part of the disk becomes the rectangle

{w G C I t\ < m(w) < Ri, \S(w)\ < e}.

By Lemma 3, the metrics g, g\ in the coordinates x := tSi{w), y := S(w) have the

form (8), (9), respectively. If the metric g\ is complete, the length of the line

{w &C\y =0, x &\t\,R\[)

must be infinite. Hence f^1 ^^J^) dt is infinite, so that R\ is +00. Similarly,

one can prove that R2 is infinite. Thus D2 is the whole C.

Now suppose {D2, g, A) is as in model 3. We need to prove that R\ +00. Take

a small positive e and consider the part of the disk given by

2{z G D2 c C I |3t(arcsin(z))| < e, 0 < S(arcsin(z)) < Rx).

The equation (7) can be explicitly solved on this part of the disk; the solution is w
arcsin(z). By Lemma 3, the metrics g, g\ in the coordinates x := dt(w), y := S(w)
have the form (8), (9), respectively. If the metric g is complete, the length of the line

{w gC \x =0, y G]0, Ri[}

must be infinite. Hence /0 l ^/X(0) — Y(t) dt is infinite, so that R\ is infinite. Thus
D2 is the whole C.

Now suppose (D2, g, A) is as in model 4. We need to prove that R +00. Take

a small positive e and consider the part

{z G D2 c C I |S(log(z))| < e, 0 < 8d(log(z)) < /?}
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of the disk. The equation (7) can be explicitly solved in this part of the disk;
the solution is w log(z)). By Lemma 3, the metrics g, g\ in the coordinates

x := dï(w), y := S(w) have the form (8), (9), respectively; moreover, the function
Y is constant. If the metric g\ is complete, the length of the line

must be infinite. Hence f0 "* r dt is infinite, so that R is infinite. Therefore D2

is the whole C. Corollary 5 is proved.

Corollary 6. Let a Riemannian metric g on C given by ds2 f{z)dzdz be

complete. Suppose its geodesic flow has an integral I that is quadratic in velocities and

functionally independent of the energy integral (6). Denote by A the 2-form from
Lemma 2. Then the following statements hold:

(1) The form A is
g 2 A

+
dz ® dz, where a, ß and y are complex constants. At

least one of these constants is not zero.

(2) If the coefficient a is equal to 0, and the coefficient ß is different from 0, the

metric is preserved by the symmetry with respect to the straight line

(3) If the polynomial az2 + ßz + y has two simple roots, the metric g is preserved
by the symmetry with respect to the straight line connecting the roots.

(4) If the polynomial az2 + ßz + y has one double root, the integral is a linear
combination of the energy integral (6) and the square of an integral linear in
velocities, which vanishes at the tangent plane to the root. The rotations around
the root preserve the metric.

Proof. By Theorems 4 and 5, there exists a complex coordinate wonC such that A
is either -kdw ® dw or —dw ® dw or } dw ® dw or -\dw ® dw. Since every
bijective holomorphic mapping from C to C is linear, the change w w (z) of the

coordinate is linear. After a linear change of the coordinates, the forms A listed above

have the form
g 2\ dz ® dz, where a, ß and y are complex constants. The first

statement of Corollary 6 is proved.
In order to prove the second statement, it is sufficient to show that the symmetry

z h^ z is an isometry of the metric whose triple (D2, g, A) is isomorphic to model 2.

Indeed, after the following change of coordinate

z y
W — + -7T,
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the form A is ^dw ® dw and the line jz e C | 1 + ^ e R) becomes the line

{w gC I %(w) =0}.
Clearly, the form A -dz ® dz has precisely one pole. In the neighbourhood of

every other point, the equation (7) can be explicitly solved: the solution is w 2*/z.
It can not be solved globally: the global solution is defined on the double branch cover.
But still the coordinate lines of the local coordinate system (8t(2^/z), S(2^/z)) do
not depend on the choice of branch of the square root and can be defined globally.
By direct calculations one can see that these lines look like those in the picture.

We see that if a coordinate line of Ot w intersects with a coordinate line of S w at

a point z, then the same coordinate lines intersect at the point z as well. By Lemma 3,

the metric g has the form

-L (X(dt(w)) - Y(S(w))) dzdz.

Since the function X is constant along the coordinate lines of S(w) and the function
Y is constant along the coordinate lines of di(w), X at the point z is equal to X at the

point z and Y at the point z is equal to Y at the point z- Thus the symmetry z >->¦ z is

an isometry. Statement 2 is proved.
The proof of statement 3 is similar: the solution of the equation (7) for the model

triple 3 is w arcsin(z), and the coordinate lines where the metric has the form (8)
are as in the Figure 1.

Statement 4 follows from Theorem 5. Corollary 6 is proved.

3. An answer to Kiyohara's question

Let (M2, g) be a complete connected Riemannian surface of nonconstant curvature.
Consider the space I (M2, g) of integrals quadratic in velocities for the geodesic flow
of g.

The following question was stated by Prof. Kiyohara (motivated by [10], [9]): can
the dimension of the space I (M2, g) be greater than two?

Theorem 6 ([14], [10]). Under the assumption that the surface is closed, the answer
is negative.

Without this assumption, the answer is positive: here are two examples: consider
the complex plane C with the standard coordinates x + iy and the following metrics
(where y is a positive constant).

Example 1. (x2 + y2 + y)(dx2 + dy2),

Example 2. (x2 + \y2 + y)(dx2 + dy2).
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The metrics are complete; their curvature is not constant; as we will show in the

end of Section 4, the space of quadratic integrals has dimension 4 for Example 1 and

dimension 3 for Example 2.

The next theorem shows that these are essentially all possible examples, if we
assume that the surface is complex-diffeomorph to C:

Theorem 7. Consider a Riemannian metric g of the form f{z)dzdz on C. Let the

dimension of the space of quadratic (in velocities) integrals for the geodesic flow
of g be greater than two. Then either g has constant curvature, or there exists a

diffeomorphism F : C —>¦ C taking the metric g to a metric proportional to the metric

from Example 1 or to the metric from Example 2.

Proof. Consider two quadratic in velocities integrals I\, I2 such that I\, I2 and the

energy integral (6) are linear independent. Denote by A\ (respectively, by A2) the

(2, 0)-form from Lemma 2 constructed for the integral h (respectively, I2).

Every triple (C, g, A,) must be isomorphic to one of the four model triples. Below

we will consider all ten possible (different) cases, and show that the metric is either
as in Examples 1, 2 or has constant curvature.

Case (1,1). Suppose both triples are isomorphic to model 1. Then, after the appropriate

change of coordinates, the form A\ is dz ® dz and the form A2 is C2dz ® dz,
where C a + ßi is a complex constant. Then the metric and the integrals have the

model form from Lemma 3 in the coordinate systems (x := di(z),y := S(z)) and

(ax - ßy m(Cz), ay + ßx= %(Cz)). We have

ds2g (Xx(x) - Yi(y))(dx2 + dy2) (X2(ax - ßy) - Y2(ay + ßx))(dx2 + dy2).

If a or ß is zero, the integrals h, h, E are linear dependent, which contradicts
the assumptions. Assume a ^ 0 7^ ß. In view of

(Xx(x) - Yx{y)) (X2(ax - ßy) - Y2(ay + ßx)),

and since dl{Xl{^yYl{y)) 0, we have

a2
(X2(ax - ßy) - Y2(ay + ßx)) -aß(X'{(ax - ßy) + Y'{(ay + ßx)) 0.

dxdy

Thus X'{(ax - ßy) -Y'{(ay + ßx)) const. Finally, X2 -Y2 consti or
X2 and —Y\ are quadratic polynomials with the same coefficient near the quadratic
term, or X2 and —Y2 are linear polynomials. In the first case, the metric has zero

curvature. In the second case, after the appropriate change of variables, the metric
has the form (x2 + y2 + y (dx2 + dy2) as in Example 1. In the third case, the metric
is not always positive definite. Theorem 7 is proved under the assumption that both

triples are as in model 1.
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Case (1,4). Let the first triple (C, g, A\) be isomorphic to the model 1 and the second

triple (C, g, A2) be isomorphic to the model 4. Then (in the appropriate coordinate

system) the metric is invariant with respect to rotations z i-> e'^z. Then the push-
forward of the integral h is an integral. Clearly, the form from Lemma 2 for the

push-forward of I\ is e~l^dz ® dz. Then, by Remark 1, for small <fi, the push-
forward of the integral I\ is linear independent of the integral I\ and of the energy
integral. Thus, we reduced case (1,4) to case (1,1).

Case (1,2). Let the first triple (C, g, A\) be isomorphic to the model 1 and the second

triple (C, g, A2) be isomorphic to the model 2. Then, by Lemma 3, the metric g is

(X(x)-7(;y))(<ix2+<i;y2),andtheforrnA2is j^rdz®dz. If ß is not a real multiple
of 1, i or 1 ± i, by Remark 1, the isometry from Corollary 6 sends the integral h to
the integral that is not a linear combination of the integral h and the energy integral.
Clearly, the form from Lemma 2 for this integral has no pole, so we reduced this case

to case (1,1).
Suppose ß is 1 + i. Consider the integral 11\ + h. Its form from Lemma 2 is

1

Then, by Corollary 6, for every T e R, the symmetry with respect to the line

: ,Y+TzeC
1 + f 2f

is an isometry of g. This one-parameter family of symmetries gives us a Killing
vector field v (1 + f). Thus, for every z x + iy and for every real constant

c, X(x + c) — Y(y + c) X(x) — Y(y). Hence X and Y are linear functions or
constants. If they are constants, the metric is flat. If they are linear functions, the

metric is not positive-defined.
If ß is a real multiple of 1 — i, the proof is similar.
Now suppose ß 1 or ß i. Without loss of generality, we can assume y 0.

Then the metric has the form

(Xl(x)-Yl(y))(dzd-z)=^rz{Xl(x)-Yl(y))dwdw,

where w 2*/z, since dz and dw are connected by the relation

dw —dz. (10)

Since by Lemma 3 the metric in the coordinates dï(w), %(w) has the model form, the

imaginary part of
d2(Xl(x)-Yl(y))\z\

dw2
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must be zero. Employing (10) gives us the following equation:

X'{y + Y['y + 3Y[=0. (11)

This equation can be solved. The solution is

y _ ç 2 ci ci y — —-C 2 -\- C — \- C" 1
4y2

Since the (entries of the) metric must be bounded, C\ 0. If C\ 0, the metric
is not always positive defined. Thus, after the appropriate scaling and linear change
of the coordinate x, the metric is

2

Ix2 + dy2) (12)

as in Example 2. Theorem 7 is proved under the assumptions of case (1,2).

Case (1,3). Let the first triple (C, g, A\) be isomorphic to the model 1 and the second

triple (C, g, A2) be isomorphic to the model 3. Then in the appropriate coordinate

system the form A\ is ^dz ® dz and the form A2 is -^rz\dz ® dz. Then the form

from Lemma 2 corresponding to the integral al\ + I2 is 2_}+ cdz ® dz. If C is

real, the form from Lemma 2 for the linear combination -^h + h is as in model 4,

so we reduced case (1,3) to case (1,4).

Suppose C is not real. By Corollary 6, for every real a, the metric g is preserved
by the symmetry with respect to the line connecting V~1 + 01C and —V—1 + 01C.

Then the rotations z^ e'*z are isometries. We reduced again case (1,3) to case (1,4).

Case (2,2). Suppose A\ ^dz ® dz and A2 j^—dz ® dz. If ß is real, the form
from Lemma 2 for the integral ßh — h has no pole, so that we reduced case (2,2)
to the case (1,2). If ß is not real, the form from Lemma 2 for the integral tl\ + h is

(ß+\z+ydz ® dz. We see that the line of the symmetry from Corollary 6 smoothly
depends on t, and is not constant. Then the symmetries from Corollary 6 generate
a one-parametric family of isometries of g. By Noether's Theorem, a family of
isometries generates an integral linear in velocities. We consider the square of the

integral. By Theorem 5, either there exists a point such that the integral vanishes

at the tangent space to the point, or there is no such point. In the second case, we
reduced case (2,2) to case (1,2).

In the first case, if the point where the vector field vanishes does not lie on the line
S(z) 0, the symmetry of the integral with respect to the line is also an integral, so

that we constructed two linear independent Killing vector fields. Then the curvature
is constant.

The only remaining possibility is when the point where the vector field vanishes

lies on the line S (z) 0. If the point does not coincide with the point 0, the symmetry
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with respect to the point gives us another integral with the form from Lemma 2 equal
to -çz-;dz ® dz. Then a linear combination of the integral and the integral h gives us

an integral such that the form from Lemma 2 has no pole. Thus we reduced case (2,2)
to case (1,2).

Now suppose the point where the Killing vector field vanishes coincides with 0.

Then, by Theorem 5, the metric has the form

/-= _
1

_ ww\
f(\zz)dzdz -wvof I —— I dwdw.

Since by Lemma 3 the metric has the form (8) in the coordinates dt(w), %(w), we
obtain |ibi»/(™) C1WW + C2, which implies that the metric is (4C\ + -^E^dzdz.
We see that the metric is flat or degenerate. Theorem 7 is proved under the assumptions
of case (2,2).

Case (2,4). In this case, the metric is invariant with respect to rotations, so we
can construct one more integral corresponding to the model 2 such that it is linear
independent of h and E. Thus we reduced case (2,3) to case (2,2).

Case (2,3). Suppose A\ -dz ® dz and A2 —2_A dz ® dz. The form from

Lemma 2 for the linear combination l2 + tl\ of the integrals is ^egrals is —2 ^ d

Consider the symmetries from Corollary 6 for the linear combination I2 + 11\ of the

integrals. We know that they are symmetries with respect to the line connecting the

roots of the polynomial az2 + (ß + t)z + y ¦ Analysing these symmetries, we see

that they do not generate one more integral corresponding to the model 2 such that

it is linear independent of I\ and E, if and only if a, ß and y are real. In this case,

a linear combination of the integral has a double root, so the metric is invariant with
respect the rotations. Thus we reduced case (2,3) to cases (2,2), (2,4).

Case (3,4). Suppose A\ \dz ® dz and A2 —2_A dz ® dz. Then the metric

is invariant with respect to rotations around 0. Consider the line connecting the roots
of az2 + ßz + y. If the point 0 does not lie on the line, the reflection of 0 with respect
to this line does not coincide with 0. The group of rotations around the image of 0

acts by isometries. Thus, we constructed a two-parameter group of isometries, which
is possible only if the curvature is constant.

Now suppose 0 lies on the line connecting the roots of az2+ßz + y. Then a linear
combination of the square of the linear integral and of integral / is as in model 2 or
as in model 1; so the we reduced case (3,3) to cases (2,3), (1,3).

Case (3,3). Suppose A\ -rzjdz ® dz and A2
a

2_A
+

dz ® dz. Consider the

symmetries from Corollary 6 for the linear combination h + tl\ of the integrals. It is

easy to check that if not all these symmetries coincide, they generate an at least one-
parametric family of isometries of g. By Noether's Theorem, this family generates
a linear in velocities integral of the geodesic flow. The square of the integral is as in
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model lb (so we reduced case (3,3) to case (1,3))» or as in model 4 (so we reduced

case (3,3) to case (3,4)). If all the symmetries coincide, a linear combination of the

integrals is as in model 2 or as in model 1, so we reduced case (3,3) to cases (1,3),
(2,3).

Case (4,4). In this case we have a two-parameter group of isometries, which is possible
only if the metric has constant curvature. Theorem 7 is proved if both metrics are as

in model 4.

We considered all possible cases. In every case we have proved that either the

metric is as in Examples 1, 2 or has constant curvature. Theorem 7 is proved.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

Let (M2, g) be a connected complete oriented Riemannian surface. Suppose the Lie
group (R, +) acts on M2 by projective transformations. Let the element t of (R, +)
act by the diffeomorphism Ft. Suppose there exists to such that Fto is not a homothety.
Then the metric Ft*g is projectively equivalent to g and is non-proportional to g, and

the space I (M2, g) is at least two-dimensional. We will first prove Theorem 1 under
the assumption that the dimension of 1{M2, g) is precisely two.

Consider the integral from Theorem 2 (constructed for g and g := F*og). It is

linear independent of the energy integral E{!~) := g (§,§). Therefore, the energy
integral and the integral / are basis vectors of 1(M2, g).

Take a point P such that the metrics g and g are non-proportional. By Theorem 3,

there exist coordinates (x, y) in a neighbourhood of P such that g and g have the

form (2), (3), respectively.
Consider the vector v {v\, v2) := (-^Ft) ,t=Q. It is a projective vector field for

g and for gto. By Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, the Lie-derivatives Xvg and Xvg are

diagonal in the coordinates (x,y). We have

{xvg)ij - 2_^\ ^—u^ + &-t— + Sjk— I •

Then

and

/ something -^^^Ty
xy \ x dy ^ Y dx somethinasomeumig
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Since the Lie-derivatives Xvg, Xvg are diagonal, the elements that are not of the

diagonal must be zero so that ^f (± f^ + \^) 0 and (X - Y) (^ + ^) 0.

Hence,
dv\ dvr

dy dx

By assumptions, the integral from Corollary 1 has the form (5); this gives us the

following system of differential equations:

-\x'vl + \y'v2 + hx-Y)d^-\(X-Y)d^ (X- Y)(ß - aY),
3 3 3 dx 3 dy

-\x'vi + \y'v2 + \(X-Y)d-^- \(X - Y)3^ (X - Y)(ß - aX).
3 3 3 dy 3 dx

We will prove that if a is not zero, then the metric has constant curvature.
The first equation minus the second gives us

2(X -Y)(d^-dp-) (X- Y)(aX - aY).
\dx dy J

Using (13), we obtain

dv-i a dvo a-1 -(X + y), -l -(Y + y), (15)
dx 2 dy 2

where y is a constant. Substitution into (14) gives

X'vi - Y'v2 a(X2 - Y2) + (X- Y){ay - 3ß).

Using (13), we obtain the following equations for the constant b := ay — 3ß and for
a constant c:

X'vi =aX2 + bX + c, (16)

Y'v2 aY2 + bY + c. (17)

Let O(P) be the orbit of (R, +) that goes through P. By Corollary 2, the orbit
O(P) has no points such that gto and g are proportional. Then the equations (16),
(17) hold at every point of the orbit. Since the functions X, Y and the vector field v

are globally defined, the constants a,b, c are universal along the whole orbit.
Let t be the standard coordinate on R. Since X (Y, respectively) depends on x

(y, respectively) only, we have X'v\ -jjX := X, Y'v^ -jjY := Y. Hence

X =aX2 + bX + c,

Y =aY2 + bY + c.

These differential equations can be solved for a ^ 0: the constant solutions are

— j^ ± ^—-——, and the nonconstant solutions are as follows:
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(1) For D := b2/4 — ac < 0, every nonconstant solution is the function

b i v-ß ,„„/ / r\(t i./I-\X\2a ^ a

(2) For D := b2/4 — ac > 0, every nonconstant solution is one of the functions

(3) For D := b2/4 — ac 0, every nonconstant solution is the function

__2a (4)
The solutions (1), (2), (3) explode in finite time. This gives us a contradiction:

the metrics g and g := gto are smooth and therefore the eigenvalues of giagaj are

finite.

If the functions X(t) and Y(t) have the form (2), then there exist points ôi> Ô2 £

O(P), such that X(Q\) < 7(02). This gives a contradiction with Corollary 3.

Thus, either both solutions are constant, or one solution is constant -^ ±^ and

the other has the form (2). By Lemma 2, the points where the metrics are proportional
are isolated. Since the functions X and 7 must be as listed above, if two sufficiently
small neighbourhoods intersect and if in one neighbourhood one of the functions X,
Y is constant, the same function must be constant in the second neighbourhood as

well (because it is given by (2) which can not be constant on the intersection of the

neighbourhoods). Thus, either near every point one function has the form (2) and the

other is a constant, or at every point both functions are constant. In the second case,
the metric is flat.

Let us consider the first case. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Y

equals the constant -^ - ^, and that the behaviour of X on every orbit is given by

X(t) -J^ - ^ tanh(VZ) t) (the constant d2 from (2) (a) depends on the choice
of the initial point of the orbit and can be made zero). Let us show that the constant y
from (15) is equal to —Y.

Note that the constant y is only locally defined. For example, if we change yto—y,
the constant y must be changed to — y — 27. But this is essentially the only freedom
we have, since in the coordinate system x,y the vector (0, 1) is an eigenvector of
G g~lg corresponding to the smaller eigenvalue, and since its length is s/X — Y.

Clearly, the property of y to be equal to —Y does not depend on whether we take y
or —y — 27. Moreover, if two neighbourhoods intersect, and in one neighbourhood
y —Y, then in the second neighbourhood y —7 as well. Then the equation

y —Y is globally defined on the whole manifold.
We assume y ^ —7 and find a contradiction. We will first show that the metric

is as in model lb. Then we will solve the equation (15), find the metric g and show

that it is not complete or not smooth.
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r2\Take a regular value r of the function X (considered as a function on M Consider
a connected component W of the set {P e M2 \ X(P) r}. It is a 1-dimensional
submanifold of M2. At every point P e W, denote by Proj(u) the orthogonal
projection of the vector v to the tangent space to W. Consider the function

/ : W -> R, f{P) := g(Proj», Proj(u)).

In the coordinates x, y, the submanifold W coincides with a line {x const}. Hence,

Proj(u) (0, v2) and the function / is (r - Y)v\. By the second part of (15), since

by assumption y ^ — Y, locally the function v2 is monotone as a function of y. Then
the function / is monotone near every point such that / ^ 0. Then the set W can

not be compact. Thus the manifold M2 is not compact. Therefore, without loss of
generality we can assume that the manifold is homeomorphic to the disk. Since the

function Y is constant, the linear combination / - YE is an integral. Clearly, it is a

square of a function linear in velocities, which should be an integral as well. Then
the metric is as in model lb or as in model 4. Since W is not compact, the metric is as

in model 4. Thus, we may think that M2 is M2 and that coordinates x, y are standard
coordinates of R2. In particular, there exists no point such that X Y.

Let us show that the metric is not complete. By (15), v2 is a linear function of y.
Then there exists a point such that v2 0. Without loss of generality we can assume
v2(0, 0) 0.

Consider the coordinate line {y 0}. At every point of this line we have v2 0.

Suppose first v\ 0 at no point of the line. Then the vector field v never vanishes on
the line {y 0} and is tangent to it, so that the line {y 0} is an orbit. In particular,
the parameter t of the group (R, +) parametrises the line. Let us show that its length
in one direction is finite.

Clearly, the length of line between points to < h is given to

f l
Jg(v(t),v(t))dt f l

\vx{t)\y/X{t)-Ydt.
Jin Jtn

(18)

In order to calculate | v\ (t)\, we will use the first equation of (15). By multiplying
it by ui, and using that ^f-t>i ^-, we obtain

dv\ a

at 2

This is an ordinary differential equation for the unknown function v\(t). It can be

solved, the solution is (C is a positive constant)

exp(-
exp (f (7 + y)t) (19)
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Substituting it and the formula for X(t) in (18), we rewrite (18) as

/'Jtn exp(-VDt)
-dt. (20)

We see that the length of the line is finite at least in one direction, so that the metric is

not complete. This contradiction shows that there exists a point of the line such that

v\ does not vanish there.

Now suppose there exist points of the line such that v\ 0. Then, by (16),

X - J^ ± ^ at these points. Since X can not be equal to Y - J^ - ^, it must

be equal to — ^ + ^-. We will show that in this case the scalar curvature explodes
at (at least one of) these points, so the metric has a singularity.

Indeed, without loss of generality we can suppose that at the point (0, 0) the value

of X is not — 2^ + ^IL. Consider the orbit of the action passing through this point.
It lies on the line {y 0}. Since the function X is monotone on this orbit (as the

function of t), one end of this orbit (when t --* +oo) goes to infinity, and the other

end (when t -> — oo) ends at a point such that X -^ + ^IL. We will show that
the scalar curvature explodes at this point.

As we have shown above, the component v\ of the vector field is given by (19),
and the length of the segment of the orbit between to and t\ is given by (20). Since
the length of the orbit should be finite in direction t --* — oo,

| (21)

Since the metric is given by (X(x) — Y)(dx2 + dy1), and since ^ v\ so that
dx2 v2dt2, the metric is given by

- tanh(Vfl 0) C2^VV^;^^VI
' r>" dt2 + dy2). (22)' \ (/D) JTJ)a

Then its scalar curvature is

~^r(Y + Y) exp(VDf) exp(-a(7 + y)t) cosh(VDt) + "-—- exp(-a(7 + y)t).

By (21), the scalar curvature goes to infinity when t --* — oo. This contradicts the

smoothness of the metric. Finally, y — Y.

Substituting y —Y in (22), we obtain that the metric g is proportional to

(1 - tanh(VD 0)
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and its curvature is constant.

Finally, a 0 and the Lie-derivative Xvg is proportional to g. Then all metrics

F*g are proportional to g. By Corollary 4, the group R acts by homotheties. Then,

by [15], either the group acts by isometries or the metric is flat. Theorem 1 is proved
under the assumption that the dimension of 1{M2, g) is precisely two.

Now suppose the space 1(M2, g) has dimension greater than two. Then, by
Theorem 6, if M2 is closed, the curvature of g is constant as needed. Suppose
M2 is not closed. Since every nonclosed surface is covered by the disk, we can

assume that M2 is homeomorphic to the disk D2. By Corollary 5, the complex
structure on the disk (generated by g) is as that of C. By Theorem 7, if the curvature
of g is not constant, the metric g is (proportional to) the metric from Example 1

or Example 2. Let us show that these metrics admit no projective transformations
which are not isometries. Actually, we will show that the metrics have no (non-
proportional) projectively equivalent complete Riemannian metric. Since the metrics
are not flat, they do not admit homotheties, so every projective transformation must
be an isometry.

Let us show this for Example 1. First of all, the space 1(M2, g) for the metric
(x2 + y2 + y){dx2 + dy2) on C has dimension four. Indeed, we can present four
linear independent integrals. They are (in the standard coordinates (x, y, px, py) on

xz

¦y)py2

x + y + y

Fi '¦= (xpy — ypx)

F3 '¦= xyH — PxPy.

The integrals are clearly linear independent (for example because the form from
Lemma 2 for a nontrivial linear combination of the integrals H and F\ is C\ dz ® dz
and is never equal to the form from Lemma 2 for a nontrivial linear combination of
the integrals F% and F3 which is 2l .dz ® dz).

Since the curvature of g is not constant, the dimension of 1(M2, g) can not be

greater than four by [12].

Therefore, every integral quadratic in velocities is a linear combination of the

integrals above. Clearly, the poles of the form from Lemma 2 for the linear combination

of the integrals is symmetric with respect to the point 0. Then essentially (i.e.
modulo a rotation of the coordinate system and a scaling) we can assume that the

form is either dz ® dz or \dz ® dz or -rzrdz ® dz. In the first case, the projectively
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equivalent metric constructed by Theorem 2 from the integral is

/I 1 \ / dx2 dy2
± [^^ ~ — — I — — +

and we see that it is not always positive defined. In the second case, the projectively
equivalent metric constructed from the integral has the form

_
1 \/ dr2

C (r2 + y)r2 + C) \r2 (r2 + y)r2 + C) C

in the polar coordinates. We see that the metric is not positive definite or not complete.
In the third case, the projectively equivalent metric constructed from the integral

has the form
2 dy2'

X YJ\ X 1

in the coordinates xnew + iynew := arcsin(x + iy) where the functions X, Y are given
by

X := (cos (x))2 - (cos (x))4 + y (cos (x))2 + C\\

Y := (cosh (y))4 - (cosh (y))2 + y (cosh (y))2 + C2.

We see that the metric is not positive definite or not complete.
Thus, the metric from Example 1 has no non-proportional projectively equivalent

Riemannian metrics which are everywhere defined and complete, and therefore every
projective transformations is a isometry.

Now let us show that the metric from Example 2 admits no complete non-
proportional projectively equivalent Riemannian metric.

The space I (M2, g) for the metric (x2 + ^- + y (dx2+dy2) has dimension three.

Indeed, we can present three linear independent integrals. They are (in the standard

coordinates (x, y, px, py) on T*C))

H :=

1 2Fl ¦= ~^xy H + py{xpy - ypx).

If there exists a fourth linear independent integral for H, then, by [12], there
exists a nontrivial integral linear in velocities. Metrics admitting integrals linear
in velocities described in Theorem 5. It is easy to see that the lever curves of the
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coefficient / from Theorem 5 are generalised circles (i.e. circles or straight lines).
Since linear transformations take generalised circles to generalised circles, and since

not all level curves of the function x2 + \y2 + y are generalised circles, the metric
from Example 2 admits no integral which is linear in velocities. Thus the dimension
of 1{M2, g) is precisely three.

It is easy to see that the linear combination AH + BF\ + CF2 of the integrals is

nonnegative on the whole T*C if and only if B C 0. Indeed, the coefficient by

pi is —+ y 2+ y x. It is nonnegative at every point of C if and only if C 0, A > 0,

B > 0. The coefficient by pi in the linear combination AH + BF\ is 2

It is nonnegative at every point of C if and only if A > 0, B < 0. Thus, the linear
combination AH + BF\ + CF2 of the integrals is nonnegative on the whole T*C if
and only if B C 0.

Since every metric projectively equivalent to g and not proportional to g gives by
Theorem 2 a nonnegative quadratic integral independent of the energy integral, there
is no metric projectively equivalent to g and non-proportional to g. Theorem 1 is

proved.

Note added in proof. After the paper was submitted, I proved the multidimensional
version of Conjecture 1. The proof can be found in [30].

Theorem. Let a connected Lie group G act on a complete connected Riemannian

manifold {Mn, g) of dimension n > 2 by projective transformations. Then it acts by

affine transformations, or g has constant positive sectional curvature.
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